
Course Map and caddy notes for Braeside Park 

 

The course is listed on Metrics here. 

 

General safety notes for all courses: 

• As always, the park users have the right of way. Please make sure you never throw in danger.  

• General OB.  

o All paths (and beyond), roadways and carparks are OB. Where the roadways or parking lots are lined 

with bollards it is the inside of the bollards that is OB. Where there are no bollards, then it is the 

bitumen that is OB. In the case of paths that are not clearly defined, the disc must be fully OB. If it 

ends up overtop of any grass or weeds that extends from the side of the path, then it is in bounds. If 

the group cannot make a majority decision about any particular call then take some photos, play it 

both ways and the TDs will make the call after the round. 

• Rabbits (and what they leave behind) 

o There are a lot of rabbits throughout the park. Their holes are mainly in the wooded areas so be 

careful there but there are also a lot of divots in all areas of the course. Some areas are worse than 

others. We have designed the course to stay away from the worst affected areas and done some 

work to smooth out the areas close to tees or baskets but please use extra caution when walking the 

course and check your run up prior to the throw.  

o If your lie is affected by rabbit holes or divots, you can take relief in a direct line back from the line to 

the basket or slightly left or right as long as it does not result in an unfair advantage without a 

penalty. This should be a decision made by the card. 

• Casual water. 

o There may be some casual water around the course given the amount of rain we have been having. 

Where it is not specifically marked as OB on the map or indicated as OB in these notes, it should be 

considered casual water. That means you can take relief in a direct line back from the basket without 

a penalty. 



Course Map and caddy notes for Braeside Park 

• Picnic tables 

o There are a number of picnic tables around the area of the temporary course. It is very difficult 

design a course in this park without them coming into play. We are well away from the designated 

picnic area, BBQs and playground so these tables are not often used. We are going to use barricades 

and signs to ask that people do not use these tables but if you find them occupied, please just have 

someone approach the people using the tables and explain to them about the tournament and  then 

stay with them while the others in your group throw and then swap to have your throw. If you are 

practicing the course prior to the event, please be very careful on the wholes where Picnic tables are 

in play.  

Braeside Park Hole notes. 

1. Par 3 69m - Island hole. If you don't make the island it plays as hazard.  If you go OB left or right normal OB 

rules apply and override the hazard penalty. You cannot be penalized twice. From there, normal hazard rules 

apply.  

2. Par 3 69m - Spotter required to ensure roadways are clear. OB road on the left and long. 

3. Par 3 84m - Tunnel shot from path.  OB Path long of the basket. 

4. Par 3 65m - Mando tree left (refer to image on tee sign). Drop Zone at the base of the tree at the mando. OB 

path left and long of the basket. 

5. Par 4 170m - OB path right and car park bitumen left. Be cautious of people at the picnic tables.  

6. Par 3 113m - OB swamp right. Walk through the woods to hole 7. 

7. Par 3 55m - The basket is nestled inside the wooded area. When complete walk through the woods to 8. N o 

OB should come into play.  

8. Par 4 156m - OB swamp right marked with string line and flags. If required, take casual relief in a straight line 

back from the basket (without penalty), if the disc lands in the log pile right of the basket.  

9. Par 3 71m - No OB should come into play. Beware of anyone on the picnic table long. 

10. Par 3 97m - This hole does not play as an Island hole. OB road left or path and beyond right. 

11. Par 3 96m - Spotter required to ensure roadways are clear. OB road on the left and long.  

12. Par 3 113m - Tunnel shot from behind the billabong. Billabong is OB if disc is completely surrounded by 

water.  OB Path long of the basket. Spotter required to inform players on hole 2/11 to give way in the event 

that throws to basket 2/11 encroach on hole 12’s fairway. 

13. Par 3 66m - Tunnel shot triple mando.  Drop Zone at the mando. OB path left and long of the basket.  

14. Par 4 166m - OB path right and car park bitumen left. Be cautious of people at the picnic tables.  

15. Par 3 126m - OB swamp right.  Walk through the woods to hole 16. 

16. Par 3 77m - The basket is nestled inside the wooded area. When complete walk through the woods to 17.  

17. Par 5 177m - OB swamp right marked with string and flags. If you don’t think you can make it over the 

swamp then you can throw around it. If required, take casual relief in a straight line back from the basket 

(without penalty), if the disc lands in the log pile right of the basket.  

18. Par 3 67m - No OB should come into play. Beware of anyone on the picnic table long.  

 


